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REPORT OF THE JOINT STANDING COMMITTEE ON DELEGATED LEGISLATION 

IN RELATION TO THE 

SPENT CONVICTIONS (ACT AMENDMENT) REGULATIONS 2005 

1 BACKGROUND 

1.1 The purpose of this report is to bring to the attention of the Parliament recent 
amendments to the Spent Convictions Act 1988 (the Act) which have been brought 
into effect by subsidiary legislation. 

2 THE ACT 

2.1 The long title of the Act states that it is: 

“An Act to make provision for a person who has been convicted of an 

offence against the law of this State or of a foreign country and who 

has not re-offended during a specified period to be rehabilitated by 

limiting the effects of the conviction, to enable that limitation to apply 

to a conviction against the law of another State or Territory to which 

a corresponding law thereof applies, to limit the effects of a dismissal 

or withdrawal of a charge, and for connected purposes.” 

2.2 Under the Act a person who has been convicted of certain offences may apply to have 
that conviction “spent”  so that it does not appear on their criminal record, if they have 
not re-offended for 10 years after the offence. 

2.3 Sections 14 and 15 of the Act establish certain specified exceptions to the effect of a 
conviction becoming spent, primarily in the context of court proceedings or the 
issuing of a spent conviction certificate by the Commissioner of Police. 

2.4 Section 16 of the Act provides for further exceptions to be made by way of 
regulations: 

“ 16. Further exceptions  

(1) Regulations may be made under section 33   

 (a)  amending this Act by inserting a Schedule or  

  Schedules making provision for exceptions to this 

  Part; or  

 (b)  amending any such Schedule.  
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(2) An exception created under the power in subsection (1) may be 

expressed   

 (a)  by reference to   

  (i)  an employer, principal, organisation,  

   authority, agency or other person who would 

   otherwise be bound by this Part, or any class 

   thereof;  

  (ii)  an employee, contract worker, or other  

   person who would otherwise have the benefit 

   of this Part, or any class thereof;  

  (iii)  a type of employment or legal relationship to 

   which this Part relates, or any class thereof;  

 (b)  to apply to   

  (i)  the whole, or any specified provision, of this 

   Part; or  

  (ii)  all spent convictions or spent convictions for 

   specified offences or classes of offences,  

or in terms that are a combination of any 2 or more of the foregoing.” 

2.5 In his Second Reading Speech on the Spent Convictions Bill 1988, Hon Robert Pearce 
MLA, Leader of the House, stated: 

“Apart from specified exceptions, the Bill will make it unlawful for 

employers, professional and trade associations, licensing boards or 

authorities and employment agencies to discriminate against a person 

because of a spent conviction.  The provisions of the Equal 

Opportunity Act will apply in such cases.  There are, of course, 

occasions when criminal records are explicitly taken into account in 

employment situations and by licensing and registration bodies such 

as the medical, dental and barristers’ boards.  The Bill therefore 

provides that regulations may insert a schedule or schedules into the 

Act, specifying situations in which a spent conviction can, without 

constituting an unlawful discrimination, be taken into account in 

employment situations or by licensing boards or authorities.  Possible 

examples where this might occur are provided in the table to section 

9A of the Queensland Criminal Law (Rehabilitation of Offenders) Act 

1986.  This refers, among others, to police, prison and school 
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personnel and to the employment of persons who have the care and 

control of children.”1 

2.6 Schedule 3 of the Act, a copy of which is attached at Appendix 1, lists the majority of 
exceptions to the effect of a spent conviction.  

2.7 Section 16 of the Act is therefore a type of “Henry VIII” clause.  A “Henry VIII” 

clause has been described as: 

“A clause of an Act of Parliament which enables the Act to be 

expressly or impliedly amended by subordinate legislation or 

Executive action.”2   

3 SPENT CONVICTIONS (ACT AMENDMENT) REGULATIONS 2005 

3.1 The Spent Convictions (Act Amendment) Regulations 2005 (amendment 
regulations), gazetted on May 31 2005, made significant amendments to Schedule 3 
of the Act.    

3.2 The Committee understands from the explanatory memorandum provided with the 
amendment regulations that the amendment regulations were made following advice 
from the State Solicitor’s Office concerning the authority of the Western Australia 
Police to release to other agencies, in certain circumstances, offender records.   

3.3 The amendment regulations enable those listed agencies that deal with children and 
vulnerable persons to obtain offender records from the Western Australia Police in 
relation to both existing and proposed employees, as well as volunteers and vocational 
students.     

3.4 The following agencies in particular are affected by the amendment regulations: 

• Department of Education and Training; 

• Department of Education Services; 

• Country High Schools Hostels Authority; 

• Western Australian College of Teaching; 

• Department for Community Development; 

• Department of Health; and 
                                                      
1  Hon Robert Pearce MLA, Leader of the House, Western Australia, Legislative Assembly, Parliamentary 

Debates (Hansard), October 12 1988, pp3577-8. 
2  Queensland, Legislative Assembly, Scrutiny of Legislation Committee, The Use of “Henry VIII” clauses 

in Queensland legislation, January 1997, p24. 
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• Disability Services Commission. 

3.5 Certain specified persons under the Working with Children (Criminal Record 

Checking) Act 2004 are also made exempt from the operation of the Act by the 
amendment regulations. 

4 PREVIOUS COMMITTEE REPORTS AND HENRY VIII CLAUSES GENERALLY 

4.1 Concerns have been expressed about the use of “Henry VIII” clauses and their 
adverse impact on parliamentary scrutiny in a number of reports by committees of the 
Legislative Council in recent years.3 

4.2 In particular, the First Report of the former Standing Committee on Public 
Administration and Finance in relation to the Planning Appeals Amendment Bill 2001 

included a copy of an internal memorandum of advice of the Joint Standing 
Committee on Delegated Legislation which stated the following on the subject of 
“Henry VIII”  clauses: 

““Henry VIII clause” is a generic term for a section in an Act of 

Parliament that enables the Act or another Act to be amended by 

subordinate legislation made by the Executive.  It is the power given 

to the Executive to override the intention of Parliament expressed in 

an Act that causes consternation over the use of Henry VIII clauses.   

The objection to such clauses is that by delegating to the Executive 

the power to amend Acts of Parliament, they have insufficient regard 

to the principle of separation of powers and ultimately the institution 

of Parliament in its role as supreme legislature.  Henry VIII clauses 

in all but limited circumstances erode the sovereign function of 

Parliament to legislate. 

The Donoughmore Committee on Ministers’ Powers recommended in 

1932 that the use of Henry VIII clauses should be discontinued in all 

but the most exceptional cases and then only for the purpose of 

bringing an Act into operation with a finite life of one year after the 

passing of the Act. The Donoughmore Committee based its findings 

on the potential for abuse such a provision allowed rather than on 

actual evidence of abuse of the power.   

                                                      
3  See, for instance: Western Australia, Legislative Council, Legislation Committee, Report 24, State 

Administrative Tribunal Bill 2003 and the State Administrative Tribunal (Conferral of Jurisdiction) 
Amendment and Repeal Bill 2003, October 2004, pp64-66; Western Australia, Legislative Council, 
Standing Committee on Legislation, Report 21, Corruption and Crime Commission Act 2003 and the 
Corruption and Crime Commission Amendment Bill 2003, December 2003, p182; and Western Australia, 
Legislative Council, Uniform Legislation and General Purposes Committee, Report 17, Architects Bill 
2003, June 2004, pp18-21. 
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In relation to Henry VIII clauses, Professor Dennis Pearce in his 

authoritative text on Delegated Legislation in Australia and New 

Zealand states:- 

“This is an approach to legislating that should be resisted.  

Parliamentarians pay too little heed to the regulation-making 

sections of Acts.  If “Henry VIII” clauses are allowed to pass 

by default, the parliamentary institution is placed in 

jeopardy.” 

The Delegated Legislation Committee is relatively powerless in its 

opposition to the use of Henry VIII clauses because they appear in 

principal legislation, and only have effect via subordinate legislation.  

In scrutinising regulations made under Henry VIII powers the 

Committee is attempting to “shut the gate after the horse has bolted.”  

… 

The [Delegated Legislation] Committee is of the view that Henry VIII 

clauses should not be used as “insurance” against unforseen 

consequences or as a substitute for careful drafting or for mere 

administrative convenience.  As the Queensland Scrutiny of 

Legislation Committee commented in its 1997 report on Henry VIII 

clauses: 

“‘Henry VIII’ clauses should not be inserted into hastily 

drafted legislation to be introduced in a restrictive timetable 

as a substitute for careful well developed drafting.” 

… 

The [Delegated Legislation] Committee has previously stated:  

“A common reason given for use of the “Henry VIII” clause 

is the shorter length of time taken to promulgate delegated 

legislation compared to the parliamentary procedure 

required to amend an Act. There are longstanding and 

traditional reasons why the procedures for enactment of 

legislation is structured in the way that it is, not least of 

which is the fact that the monarch after whom the 

circumvention of this process has been named “is regarded 

popularly as the impersonation of executive autocracy”. 

The [Delegated Legislation] Committee remains of the view that 

Henry VIII clauses should only be used in limited circumstances such 

as proclaiming an Act, amending a State Agreement Act, to assist with 
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reprinting or consolidation of Acts or matters of a purely 

administrative nature.”4 

4.3 The Committee has twice previously presented reports to the Parliament on 
regulations made under the Act.   

4.4 In 1998 the Committee expressed “serious reservations” about s 16 of the Act, and 
recommended that the Act be amended to provide that exceptions from the spent 
convictions scheme should be effected by way of an amendment Act rather than 
regulations.5 

4.5 In 2000 the Committee stated in relation to the Act that it: 

“… remains concerned that the extension to the number of exceptions 

granted under the Act are matters that more properly ought to be 

scrutinised by Parliament by debating a Bill amending the Act rather 

than by way of regulation made by the Executive.”6 

4.6 Although the Act was enacted with the “Henry VIII” clause, the extent to which this 
power is being utilised has been of continuing concern to the Committee.   

4.7 Accordingly, the Committee decided to bring to the Parliament’s attention the current 
extent of the exceptions from the operation of the Act that have been made by way of 
regulations that have both inserted Schedule 3 in to the Act and subsequently amended 
that Schedule. 

 
 
Mr Peter Watson MLA 
Chairman 
September 22 2005 

                                                      
4  Internal memorandum of advice of the Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation, dated 

November 21 2001, Appendix 4, pp49-60, Western Australia, Legislative Council, Standing Committee 
on Public Administration and Finance, Report 1, Planning Appeals Amendment Bill 2001, March 2002,  
pp50-52. 

5  Western Australia, Delegated Legislation Joint Committee (1987-2001), Report 38, Spent Convictions 
(Act Amendment) Regulations (No 3) 1998, December 16 1998, p1. 

6  Western Australia, Delegated Legislation Joint Committee (1987-2001), Report 53, Spent Convictions 
(Act Amendment) Regulations 2000 and Spent Convictions (Act Amendment) Regulations (No 2) 2000, 
November 23 2000, p3. 
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